
MI VIDA EN OTRA LENGUA 

MODULO 12 

1. Choose a connector for the sentence 

“____ I play soccer, everybody shouts” 

A. While 

B. Then 

C. Last 

D. When 

 

2. Choose the correct connector for the next sentence 

I was studying _____ Mom was making dinner 

A. When 

B. Because 

C. While 

D. Althougn  

 

3. Choose a connector for the sentence 

“He sings along to the music on the radio ____ he takes a shower” 

A. Then 

B. While 

C. When 

D. Last 

 

4. Choose a verb for the sentence 

“The  Gomez family membres _____ dinner together every night” 

A. Eat 

B. Drink 

C. Wash 

D. Take  

 

5. Choose a verd for the sentence 

“Susan and Peter _____ very early” 

A. Drink  

B. Look up 

C. Cook 

D. Wake up 

 

6. Choose a verb for the sentence 

“Peter ____ TV i the evening” 

A. Watching 



B. Watches 

C. Watch 

D. Watched 

 

7. Complete the following question 

“____ were you born” 

I was born in 1980 

A. Which 

B. What 

C. Where 

D. When 

 

8. hat´s the gramatically answer to the following 

“What werw you doing yesterday at 3 PM” 

A. I was working on my PC 

B. I were working on my PC 

C. I did not work on my PC 

D. I have Word on my PC 

 

9. Which sentence is gramatically correct 

A. What are one important change in American families 

B. Why Mexican families are changing 

C. Why is Julieta Morales working as a hospital administrator this year 

D. Have Rafael and Julieta Morales three children 

 

10. Complete the following sentence with the correc verb form 

“We plante dan apple-tree in the backyard unfortunately it ___” 

A. Died 

B. Was dying 

C. Has died 

D. Had died 

 

11. Choose a logical verb with the correc formo f the verb to be for the sentence in 

past progressive 

“I ___ at the party” 

A. Are dancing 

B. Is looking 

C. Was dancing 

D. Were eating 

 

 



12. Choose the correct verb conjugation for the sentence in past continuous 

“they _______ football at school” 

A. Were playing 

B. Is playing 

C. Was playing 

D. Are playing 

 

13. Choose a superlative adjective for the sentence 

“China´s population is ________of all the cintr” 

 

A.  Heavy 

B. Small 

C. Fatter 

D. The largest 

 

14. Form the correc plural form the following Word: 

Child 

A. Childs 

B. Children  

C. Childrens 

D. Child´s 

 

15. Choose the correc plural noun for the following sentence 

“As we get older, so do our ____” 

A. Teeths 

B. Tooths 

C. Teeth 

D. Tooth 

 

16. Choose one of these prepositions for the setence: 

at, on, in, or after 

The telephone rang _____ the doorbell 

A. At 

B. In 

C. On 

D. After 

 

17. Choose the correc expressions “in-at-on” to complete the sentences: 

1. “My mother´s brirthday is __ April”  

2. “i always get up early ___ Friday mornings” 

3. “please, try to be home ____ luch time” 



A. 1-in/2-on/3-at 

B. 1-in/2-in/3-on 

C. 1-on/2-in/3-at 

D. 1-on/2-at/3-at 

 

18. Complete the next sentence with the correct object pronoun 

“I love Mary, i´ve just bouch  a nice bunch of flowers for______” 

A. He 

B. Che 

C. Him 

D. Her 

 

19. Why is the following question incorrect 

“Why do you did that during last class” 

A. Because “do” and “did” can never be used together in the same sentence 

B. Beacause “do” is for questions in present adn this is a question in past 

C. Because “do” can not be repeated as an auxiliary and as a verb in the same 

sentence 

D. Because the auxiliary in past is “did”, the verb should be in infinitive without “to” 

 

20. Turn this statement into a question: 

“Molly buys gift certificates at the departamento store” 

Did Carla ____ gift certificates at the department store? 

A. Bougth 

B. Buyed 

C. Buy 

D. Buys 

 

21. Order 6 of the following numbers to make a coherent sentence 

1. Potato chips 

2. The saltiest 

3. Why 

4. Are 

5. Snack 

6. Does 

7. Is 

8. ? 

A. 3,6,2,1,7,5 

B. 6,2,1,7,3,8 

C. 3,4,1,2,5,8 

D. 7,1,3,2,5,4 



 

22. What´s the correc question to get this underlined answer?: 

I went to the movies yesterday 

A. What time you go to the movies? 

B. Why did you go to the movies? 

C. How did you go yesterday? 

D. When did you go to the movies? 

 

23. What´s the correc question to get this answer base don the gramma for simple 

past and best choise of a question Word? 

“the concert began at six o´clock” 

A. When did the concert began? 

B. What time did the concert began? 

C. When did the concert begin? 

D. What time did the concert begin? 

 

24. Complete the question: “Will you please call up when you __ there?” 

A. Arrive 

B. Will arrive 

C. Would arrive 

D. Arrives 

 

25. Rewrite the sentence using the simple future tense 

“The team has a party” 

A. The team Will party 

B. The team Will have a parti 

C. The team have a party 

D. The team Will has a party 

 

26. Rewrite the sentence using the future tense: 

“Juan is an experto n using computers” 

A. Juan is being an experto n using computers 

B. Juan Will an experto on using computers 

C. Juan Will be an experto n using computers 

D. Juan be an experto n using computers 

 

27. What´s the contration of “Will not”? 

A. Won´t 

B. Willn´t 

C. Wan´t 

D. Will not 



 

28. What´s the right short answer for this? 

“would you like to go the movies next weekend”? 

A. No, I would not 

B. No, I wouldn´t 

C. No, I wouldn´t like 

D. No, I would not like 

29. How do you offer a drink in a polite way? 

A. What do you want to drink? 

B. What would you like to drink? 

C. What do you like to drink? 

D. What drink would you prefer 

 

1. He 

2. Be 

3. Would 

4. The 

5. Organizing 

6. Not 

7. ? 

8. Evidence  

A. 1, 3, 2, 6, 5, 4, 8, 7 

B. 3, 1, 2, 6, 5, 4, 8, 7 

C. 1, 3, 6, 2, 4, 5, 8, 7 

D. 3, 1, 6, 2, 5, 4, 8, 7 


